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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted considerable interest in the
research community, because of their wide range of applications. However, due to the
distributed nature of WSNs and their deployment in remote areas, these networks are
vulnerable to numerous security threats that can adversely affect their proper functioning.
Resource constraints in sensor nodes mean that security mechanisms with a large overhead
of computation and communication are impractical to use in WSNs; security in sensor
networks is, therefore, a challenge. Access control is a critical security service that offers
the appropriate access privileges to legitimate users and prevents illegitimate users from
unauthorized access. However, access control has not received much attention in the
context of WSNs. This paper provides an overview of security threats and attacks, outlines
the security requirements and presents a state-of-the-art survey on access control models,
including a comparison and evaluation based on their characteristics in WSNs. Potential
challenging issues for access control schemes in WSNs are also discussed.
Keywords: wireless sensor networks; access control schemes; security mechanisms;
security vulnerabilities
1. Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSNs) consists of hundreds or even thousands of distributed,
autonomous, low-power, low-cost, small-sized devices, each with sensing, processing and
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communication capabilities. Typically, these devices, known as sensor nodes, monitor the real-world
environment and send the collected information to a gateway node through an infrastructure-less ad hoc
wireless network. Sensor networks are envisioned to play an important role in a wide variety of areas,
ranging from critical military surveillance applications to forest fire monitoring. WSN technology has
been of interest to scientists in many research areas, because of its potential to change our way of living,
with applications in entertainment, travel, retail, industry, medicine, health-care, traffic monitoring,
military, emergency management, etc.
Among these applications, the military and medical applications are the most security-oriented fields
of WSNs and have received the most attention from security researchers. WSNs are rapidly becoming an
important technology in the medical or healthcare domain. Sensor nodes are becoming smaller and more
powerful, making them suitable to use in a wide range of medical applications, such as health monitoring,
chronic disease management and measuring user vital signs. Wireless medical sensor network (WMSN)
is the name of this form of WSN used in the medical and healthcare domain. In WMSN, sensors are
attached to the human body to monitor healthcare information, like electrocardiogram (ECG), blood
pressure, etc. Medical staff can access, collect and record medical data directly from a patient’s sensor for
remote healthcare monitoring services. However Garcia-Morchon [1] mentioned that there are security
and privacy concerns about possible access to user’s medical data. Therefore, security services are
required to provide the confidentiality of medical records and privacy of patient information. In addition,
the control of access to patient’s data becomes another issue in WMSN, because there might be a number
of medical staff and family members, who try to interact with the confidential medical data.
WSNs can also be used for a number of purposes in the military sector, such as enemy tracking,
military activities monitoring and battlefield surveillance. The rapid deployment, self-organization
and fault tolerant characteristics of sensor networks make them a very promising data gathering
technique for military Command, Control, Communications, Computing, Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) [2]. In military applications, the sensor nodes are used to collect the
information of enemies and tracking military vehicles. The data sensed and stored at the sensor nodes
are highly confidential, so security services, such as confidentiality, integrity, etc., need to be provide by
using security and access control mechanisms.
Nowadays, a sensor node can capture pictures and multi-media data. A sensor node has the capability
of sensing data from the environment. It stores the sensed data locally in a distributed fashion or transmits
the sensed data to central storage in a centralized approach. In both the centralized and distributed
approach, data security and data access control are important issues in WSNs. As a large amount of
data is stored in the sensor nodes locally, aspects of data security (such as confidentiality and integrity)
have become serious concerns, because the sensor nodes are not well equipped with tamper-proof or
tamper-evident equipment. From a data-centric point of view, the most challenging issues in WSNs are
how to store the highly sensitive sensor data and how to control the access of internal and external users.
Based on the above discussion, access control is a critical security requirement to protect sensitive
sensor information from unauthorized access, but it has not received attention in the context of WSNs by
researchers. Data in real-time WSNs applications are made available to users on demand. Faye et al. [3]
mentioned that the sensed data may no longer be accessed only at the base stations, and users can access
data at the sensor node directly from anywhere in an ad hoc manner. Depending on user’s access control
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privileges, data access to the sensor nodes will be different. In this report, we will survey and discuss the
state-of-the-art for access control schemes in WSNs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Background information of security
vulnerabilities and security requirements and the traditional access control models for information
systems are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 reviews WSN access control models that are proposed as
models in the literature. Section 4 compares the current access control models based on characteristics,
such as network architecture, key management, etc. Section 5 evaluates these access control models
qualitatively and quantitatively. Section 6 discusses the potential research issues of access control models
in WSNs, and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Background
In WSNs, there are several attacks that can break the security services, such as confidentiality,
availability, integrity, authenticity, etc. These security services can be protected in WSNs by using
security mechanisms. In this section, we discuss the security vulnerabilities and security requirements
for WSNs. We then introduce the traditional access control models. Access control is one of the security
mechanisms that needs to be provided in WSNs.
2.1. Security Vulnerabilities and Security Requirements
The nature of WSNs makes them vulnerable to various kinds of attack. Security attacks can be
categorized as passive or active: malicious users could either intercept private information or send false
messages to the sensor nodes in WSNs. The listening and monitoring of the communication channels
by unauthorized and malicious users are regarded as passive attacks. Sensor nodes can sense and collect
data from their environments in WSNs; as a result, the network becomes vulnerable to potential abuse of
these data resources. Vella [4] mentioned that the data obtained by sensing nodes need to be kept private
and confidential. Since the data are stored in the sensor nodes without tamper-proof or tamper-evident
equipment, the privacy and confidentiality of data become important to protect from passive attacks,
such as eavesdropping, passive monitoring and traffic analysis [5].
An active attack can monitor, listen and modify data streams in the communication channels, where
an adversary can maliciously disturb the communication channels between the sensor nodes. In harmful
active attacks, the adversary can alter and spoof the packets and interfere with the wireless signals to
jam the network. Ng et al. [6] argued that even if the information is protected from eavesdropping
by means of encryption, the attacker may blindly modify that encrypted information and turn the
information into meaningless information. The common active attacks in WSNs include camouflage [7],
Sybil [8], wormhole [9], replay, hello flood [10], sinkhole [5], denial of service (DoS) [11] and node
replication [5].
Apart from the active and passive attacks, Perrig [12] suggested that there might be other types of
attack, which are not yet identified in all layers of the TCP/IP protocol stack in WSNs. Securing WSNs
against all of the attacks and threats is a challenging task. WSN is considered a highly distributed and ad
hoc approach, and because of that, the security requirements and goals of WSNs should be well studied
and provided. The aim of security is to protect the right thing in the right way. Gligor [13] pointed out
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that “A system without an adversary definition cannot be insecure. It can only be astonishing”. WSNs are
vulnerable to many attacks, because of the broadcast nature of the transmission links and the unprotected
physical environment. Therefore, we need to analyze carefully which things need to be protected against
which threats and how these attacks and threats can be detected and prevented. The security goals for
WSNs are similar with other network technologies. Security properties, such as confidentiality, integrity,
availability, access control, authorization, authentication, freshness and secure localization, need to be
provided in WSNs.
In WSNs, there are two additional requirements which need to be investigated for the security of
sensor networks because there may be situations like new sensor nodes are joined and deployed and
old sensor nodes are failed to operate in the networks. Based on these requirements, Wang et al. [14]
suggested that forward and backward secrecy need to be considered in WSNs. Forward secrecy means
that an old sensor node should not be able to read any message after it leaves the sensor networks.
Backward secrecy means that a new sensor node should not be able to read any previous message sent
before it joined the sensor network.
Table 1. Security properties, security attacks and possible solutions in WSNs [6,9,15–17].
Security Properties Security Threats Possible Solutions
Confidentiality Message Disclosure Encryption, Access Control
Integrity Message Modification Digital Signature, Secure Hash
Function
Availability DoS (denial of service),
Wormhole, Sinkhole, Hello Flood
Intrusion Detection, Pairwise
Authentication
Access Control, Authorization Unauthorized and
Unauthenticated Access
Access Control, Key
Distribution, Encryption
Authentication Message Modification, Sybil, Replay
and Spoofing Attack
Random Key Distribution,
Digital Signature
Freshness Replay and Spoofing
attack
Time-stamp, One Way Secure
Hash Function
Secure Localization Node Capture and Note
Replication Attack
Temper-proof and
Temper-evident
Forward and Backward Secrecy Message Disclosure Key Distribution
Table 1 lists the security attacks and threats, which can violate the security properties, and the possible
solutions to defend against them. Security mechanisms are essential to provide the required security
properties in WSNs. An access control mechanism is one of them. Different users may have different
privileges to access data based on their roles. An access control mechanism is one of the security
mechanisms to prevent unauthorized usage in WSNs. Faye et al. [3] described how access control must
be able to authorize and grant access privileges of users for data access in the sensor network and prevent
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unauthorized access from the malicious users. This paper only focuses on the access control models in
WSNs, and the next sub-section will present the traditional access control models for information system.
2.2. Traditional Access Control Models
There are two original access control models in information systems, which are mandatory access
control (MAC) [18] and discretionary access control (DAC) [19]. MAC manages access control levels
by means of an administrator in the organization. It uses a hierarchical approach to control access to
the objects, which represent system resources here. The administrator defines an access control policy
that cannot be modified by the subjects. MAC is mostly used in the systems where priority is placed
on confidentiality, such as in military applications. In a DAC model, the owner of an object controls
access to that object. This means that he has power to create the permissions for data access. By default,
subjects without this permission cannot access the objects. Subjects mean users here.
The concept of an access control matrix, which defines the relationships between subjects, objects
and the actions that the subjects want to perform on the objects, was introduced by Butler Lampson [20].
The subjects’ identities are placed in rows and the objects’ identities in columns. Each action that a
subject wants to perform on an object is placed in the intersection of the corresponding row and column.
The size of the access control matrix is directly proportional to the number of subjects and to the number
of objects. Samarati and Vimercati [21] suggested that there are three possible approaches to implement
the access control matrix in electronic systems, named authorization table, access control list (ACL) and
capabilities. Among these, ACL and capabilities are commonly used in access control schemes. The
three ways of representing the access control matrix are explained as follows:
• Authorization Table
A three-dimensional table, corresponding to subjects, actions and objects, respectively. Each entry
in the table corresponds to an authorization.
• Access Control List (ACL)
Each ACL contains the list of subjects and their access permissions to a given object. When a
subject tries to access an object, the ACL for that object is used to verify the request from the
subject. If the subject access pair is in the ACL list, access will be granted. Otherwise, access will
be denied. In the ACL approach, the lists of subject and action pair are stored for each object. An
ACL is represented by a column in the matrix table as seen in Figure 1. In this figure, r, w and x
stands for read, write and executable.
• Capabilities
Capabilities are different from ACLs. Pairs of action and object are stored for each subject in the
access control matrix. In a capability approach, the subject can get access to the object, when he
presents the correct capability to the system. A subject’s capabilities are represented by a row in
the access control matrix.
The difference between ACLs and capabilities can be seen in Figure 1. One of the drawbacks of using
an access control matrix is that when there are a large number of subjects and objects in the system, the
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administration of those subjects and objects becomes very difficult to handle. The role-based access
control (RBAC) model [22] has been developed to model access control permissions in an organization
in a more manageable way than the access control matrix does. The detailed description of RBAC and
other different types of access control models in WSNs based on their architectural model, strength and
weakness will be explained in the next section.
Figure 1. Difference between access control list (ACL) and capabilities.
3. Access Control Models in WSNs
A considerable number of access control models has been proposed for use in WSNs, though some
of them are not yet implemented. In this section, we present the proposed access control models
before we compare and contrast them in the next section. We group the proposed models into three
main categories based on the nature of their architecture, namely: role-based access control (RBAC),
cryptography-based access control (CBAC) and users’ privacy preserving access control (UPPAC). A
taxonomy of access control models for WSNs, including the publication year of each proposal, is shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 2. A taxonomy of access control schemes in WSNs
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3.1. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
Most of the access control models in WSNs and WMSNs are based on traditional RBAC [22], which
has been widely accepted as a policy-based access control model. Applications based on RBAC have
been implemented and deployed in commercial companies and education industries. The principle of
RBAC model is the role, defined as an intermediary concept relating a group of subjects to a set of access
permissions. Any member from the subject group role has all of the permissions that are associated with
that role. When a new subject is assigned to a group, he receives all of the associated access permissions,
but these permissions are revoked when the subject leaves the group or is removed from the system. It
is the same procedure to add and remove permissions from the roles. When a permission is added to a
role, all of the members of the associated subject group will receive that permission. The permission will
be revoked when it is deleted from the role. This feature helps to simplify system administration when
there are many thousands of subjects and objects in an organization.
In RBAC, the access decision is a choice between two outcomes: permitted access or denied access.
The following access control models are proposed based on the RBAC model with different extensions
to provide further security properties in WSNs. Figure 3 shows how RBAC-based access control models
have evolved in the WSN research community.
Figure 3. An evolution of role-based access control (RBAC)-based access control models
in WSNs.
• Zhu’s Model [2009]
Zhu et al. [23] proposed a light-weight policy-based access control model, which used
authorization and obligation policies to perform actions and make access decisions at the sensor
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nodes in a WMSN. The main idea of the proposed approach is to support sensor-level access
control policy. A light-weight policy system, which is known as Fingers [24], enables policy
enforcement and interpretation on the distributed sensors to provide fine-grained access control.
Each sensor manages its own policies to implement both the policy decision point (PDP) and
policy enforcement point (PEP). A PDP interprets policies and makes a policy decision, while
a PEP enforces the policy by permitting and denying a subject from performing the requested
actions. A controller (perhaps a PDA) uses a Diffie–Hellman (DH) key agreement to share keys
with the sensor nodes. The sensor nodes can communicate between each other in a WMSN by
using secret keys from the controller. An authentication process is used to prevent malicious
nodes and users from joining the network. Only the sensor nodes that have keys from the same
controller can communicate with each other. If a user has access to the network controller, he can
request it to perform some actions at the sensor nodes. As an application, this approach can be
used in WMSN to prevent unauthorized access to actuators, such as insulin or other drug pumps,
that may harm the patients.
• Context-Aware Role-Based Access Control (CA-RBAC) [2010]
Garci-Morchon and Wehrle [1] proposed the context-aware role-based access control (CA-RBAC)
model based on a modular context structure for WMSNs. The aim of the model is to provide
context awareness and adapt its security properties to ensure the users’ safety in WMSNs.
Wehrle et al. [25] pointed out that the RBAC model is not good enough to use in a WSN, because
in traditional RBAC models, the roles and policies have to be predefined in advance. In the
proposed model, the decision-making process is divided into three modular context situations:
critical, emergency and normal condition. Based on these situations, the access privileges to sensed
data will be different. The access control decision will be made based on context information, such
as time, location, etc., and the access control policies of three different modules. In a WMSN,
the sensor nodes are attached to the human body to sense and check medical information for a
healthcare service. In the normal case, an authorized doctor needs to verify his access control
role in order to access the medical data of a patient, but a nurse may not have the same level of
privilege. When the system declares a critical or emergency case based on the modular context
information, the doctor or nurse can perform any action and can access data, even though they may
not be able to access that data in a normal condition. One of the disadvantages of this model is that
there is no prevention or detection mechanism, as well as no verification process to check a user’s
data access, when the critical situation occurs.
• Break-the-Glass Role-Based Access Control (BTG-RBAC) [2011]
Ferreria et al. [26] proposed the break-the-glass role-based access control (BTG-RBAC) model
based on the RBAC model. The main idea of this model is to gather necessary information from
the end users with their collaboration for a usable access control policy that can perform the
BTG action in emergency situations. The break-the-glass (BTG) rule allows the users’ to have
emergency and urgent access to the system when a normal authentication does not perform or
work properly. They introduced BTG rules in order to override access policy whilst providing
non-repudiation mechanisms for its usage. In a real environment, unanticipated situations may
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occur because it is impossible to predict all of the access permissions in advance for all situations.
The BTG extension is used for emergency and important cases whenever a user wants to access
data urgently and immediately. When the user tries to perform BTG actions, the system will ask
him if he really wants to perform that action on a specific object. If the user answers affirmatively,
the system will activate the BTG operation and trigger the associated obligations, like alarms, log
file, etc. The BTG-RBAC model made the system much more flexible than normal RBAC, but one
of the disadvantages is that human processes are needed in order to enforce the BTG rules.
3.2. Cryptography-Based Access Control (CBAC)
Cryptography-based access control (CBAC) is another form of access control model for the
information systems. Ghani et al. [27] mentioned that the CBAC mechanism is designed for untrusted
environments, where a lack of global knowledge and control are defining characteristics. It absolutely
relies on cryptography to control data access and to ensure data confidentiality and integrity. The main
idea is to use a unique key for each data resource. Users who are allowed to access that data resource
are assigned the key for data access [28]. Cryptography methods in WSNs should meet the constraints
of sensor nodes, such as limited power, resources and memory shortage. Therefore, choosing a suitable
cryptography method is important in WSNs. There are two types of cryptographic method; asymmetric
encryption, known as public key cryptography (PKC), and symmetric encryption, known as symmetric
key cryptography (SKC). The PKC-based scheme provides better data access security than SKC in the
open multi-user environment [29]. The nature of PKC is using two keys: one for encryption and one
for decryption. In PKC, the data encryption is usually targeted to only one recipient or one group. This
means that any message encrypted by using a public key can be decrypted only with the corresponding
private key.
Many researchers considered that PKC schemes, such as Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) [30] and the
DH key agreement scheme [31], were unsuitable for applications in WSNs, because of the big size of the
code, message and data, the long processing time and the high power consumption. Sen [5] suggested
that public key algorithms are computationally intensive and usually execute lots of multiplication
instructions to perform a single-security operation. Therefore, one-to-one encryption is not efficient
to be used in WSNs, because the overhead of encryption and the amount of cipher text are directly
proportional to the total number of authorized users. Broadcast encryption [32] is an alternative solution
to provide a one-to-many encryption method, but it requires the users to present their keys and other
information individually. However, recent studies [33–35] argued that it is feasible to employ PKC in
WSNs by using the right selection of algorithms and associated optimization, parameters and low power
methods.
Many researchers in WSNs are interested in SKC schemes because of the lower computation overhead
of SKC. SKC uses the same key for both encryption and decryption between two communicating hosts,
who share the secret key. SKC seems to be suitable for low-end devices, like sensor nodes, because of
their low overhead [36]. One major issue of using SKC methods is how to securely distribute the key
between communication nodes. It is a major problem of using SKC, because key pre-distribution is not
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always feasible and reliable in WSNs. Even many symmetric ciphers are still too expensive to implement
on sensor nodes.
Key management in WSNs has received lots of attention from researchers. Key management is
an essential mechanism to ensure security in network services and applications, when cryptographic
schemes are applied in the sensor networks. The main idea is to establish keys between nodes, trusted
authorities and users in a secure and reliable manner. There are three different tasks in key management,
namely key establishment, key revocation and key update. Key management is a big challenge in WSNs,
because the sensor nodes can be deployed in any location and they know nothing about their neighbour
nodes before deployment.
Choosing a suitable cryptography method is important in WSNs. In this section, we will explain two
different types of CBAC models, namely elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)-based access control and
attribute-based encryption (ABE)-based fine-grained access control.
3.2.1. Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE)-Based Fine-Grained Access Control
Sahai and Waters [37] proposed the ABE scheme to model and design a scalable and flexible access
control system. ABE is a public key cryptography primitive generalising identity-based encryption
(IBE) [38], which is associated with user’s identity in a single user message. In ABE, a group of
users is described by the combination of several descriptive attributes and access structures, which is
also called an attribute policy. In ABE, the public key encryption is based on one-to-many encryption.
There are two different types of ABE, which are proposed by Sahai and Waters [37], namely key-policy
ABE (KP-ABE) and ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE). In KP-ABE, data that is sensed and stored in
the sensor node is encrypted with a set of attributes; the user’s private key is associated with an access
structure that specifies which types of ciphertexts the key can decrypt. Only the users that have the
right access structure and the key can access and decrypt the sensed data. In CP-ABE, the ciphertext is
associated with the access structure. The user’s private key is associated with the attributes that specify
which type of the ciphertext the key can decrypt. Some ABE-based fine-grained access control models
use ECC for key management and distribution.
The ABE [39] method is commonly used in the access control models for data encryption and storage
in WSNs. Li et al. [40] suggested that ABE is a highly promising public key encryption approach
to realize scalability and fine-grained access control, where the flexible access permissions and rights
are assigned to each individual user. Fine-grained access control facilitates granting different kinds of
access permissions to a number of users. The sensors may sense or collect various types of information,
like medical and battlefield information, which may belong to different security levels. Fine-grained
access control is a security requirement to protect sensitive information from unauthorized access.
One alternative way of providing fine-grained access control in WSNs is using an ABE scheme. The
step-by-step development of ABE-based access control models in the WSN research community is
shown in Figure 4. Based on this Figure, the four access control models, which use ABE-based
encryption to provide fine-grained access control, are discussed next.
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Figure 4. An evolution of attribute-based encryption (ABE)-based access control models in
WSNs.
• Fine-Grained Distributed Data Access Control (FDAC) (2011)
Yu et al. [29] proposed the fine-grained distributed data access control (FDAC) model based
on ABE. The main idea of their approach is to provide a distributed data access control, which
is able to support fine-grained access control over sensor data and is resilient against attacks,
such as user collusion (unauthorized users may collude to compromise the encrypted data) and
node compromise (the sensor node could be compromised by a malicious user, due to lack of
compromise-resistant hardware.). A network controller, which stores access structures, acts like a
central distribution centre and distributes keys to users in FDAC. Only users with the right access
structure and the right key can access data at the sensor nodes. The access structures will be
different for each user depending on the access privileges of users.
For example, in a battlefield application, the sensor nodes may be responsible for collecting
different types of data, such as vibration, smoke, etc., in different locations (village, forest).
Therefore, the attributes, such as {location = village, data type = (vibration, smoke),
owner = (explosion experts, officers)}, are used to specify the data access privileges of users.
Based on the above example, the access structure of a user is designated as “(location is village)
AND (type is vibration)”, which allows the user to obtain the vibration data within the village area.
More sophisticated access structures can be defined based on the application requirements. If the
network controller is compromised by a malicious user, there will be no security provisioning
in the system anymore. User revocation (user revocation may be one of the following: the
service subscription is expired, the user changes group intentionally or the user or group key
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is compromised) can be done by updating the master secret key that is embedded in the user
secret key via broadcasting. In this approach, CP-ABE-based selective broadcast is used for user
revocation, but there are no details on how to use it.
• Distributed Fine-Grained Access Control (DFAC) (2011)
Ruj et al. [41] proposed a fully distributed fine-grained access control (DFAC) scheme using
multi-authority ABE [42] to prevent a single point of failure. Instead of using one authority,
like FDAC, several distribution centres (DCs) are used to store and distribute different access
structures, sets of attributes and cryptographic keys to users and sensor nodes. All DCs are disjoint
from each other. Each DC has its own access subtree (a subtree contains attributes at the leaf nodes
of that subtree.) for each sensor node. Users, who want to access data at the sensor node, need
to activate their ID with each DC to obtain access structures, access subtrees and keys. All of the
subtrees from each DC are ANDed together to build a complete access structure for a single user,
but the user has to store all of the access structures in order to access different types of data from
the sensor network. This model facilitates modification and secret key distribution when the access
rights of a user are changed, but the communication overhead of the user’s revocation process is
higher than with FDAC.
• Distributed Fine-Grained Data Access Control for Distributed Sensor Networks
(DFG-AC) (2011)
Hur [43] proposed an access control model called distributed fine-grained data access control
(DFG-AC). It uses both a network controller and a data aggregator for central key management
and central storage. The collected data from sensor nodes are transferred to the data aggregator
by using a distributed sensor data collection protocol, such as the Two-Tier Data Dissemination
protocol (TTDD) [44]. The main idea of using the data aggregator as central storage is to perform
more data encryption. Additionally, the users can get all of the information by accessing the data
aggregator. The data aggregator is more powerful than the sensor nodes, and it can use complex
encryption methods. The advantage of the proposed model is that it considers the stateless receiver
problem. (Practically, users may miss a key update message. Therefore, they cannot keep their
key states up-to-date. This problem is known as the stateless receiver problem.) To solve this
problem, key revocation is done with a stateless group key distribution mechanism using a binary
tree. One of the disadvantages is that the transmitting data from sensor nodes to the data aggregator
consumes lots of battery power and energy. In addition, there might be a single point of failure
because of the centralised data storage. This model provides user revocation by using the KP-ABE
scheme with the attributes for distributed WSNs.
• Adaptive Access Control (A2C) (2012)
Htoo et al. [45,46] proposed an adaptive access control (A2C) model with privilege overriding
and behaviour monitoring to provide fine-grained access control for medical data in WSNs. A2C
incorporates the concept of possibility-with-override and a user behaviour trust model into WSNs
for hard-to-define and unanticipated situations. This model has a similar structure to BTG-RBAC,
but the main difference is that no human effort is needed to override rules and policies, because
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of the introduction of the overriding access privileges, the users’ behaviour trust model and the
prevention and detection mechanism. In this model, the users may be able to override a denial
of access, when unexpected events occur. In addition, the users’ behaviour trust model is used
to check user’s action, location, time, etc. The advantage of this model is that all of the user
behaviour information is kept by the prevention and detection mechanism as an audit record to
detect and prevent abnormal and unauthorised access, whenever the users try to access data from
WSNs. ABE-based encryption and TTDD are used for data storage and data transmission. The
main contribution of the proposed model is to adapt to unexpected situations by using privilege
overriding and also to adjust its decision based on users’ behaviour trust values.
3.2.2. Elliptic Curve Cryptography-Based Access Control (EC-CBAC)
Elliptic curve cryptography-based access control (EC-CBAC) models [36,47,48] use ECC to
authorize and grant users access to data. They prevent the malicious nodes from joining the sensor
network. ECC has become popular as the solution for WSN due to low computational overhead and
small key size. Unlike for the RBAC and ABE-based access control models, there is no table for the
evolution of ECC-based models in this section. The similarity of the proposed models is simply that
they used ECC-based encryption.
• Wang, Sheng and Li Model (2006)
Wang et al. [47] proposed an access control model based on ECC. The main objective of the
proposed model is to use an ECC scheme for granting user access rights to the collected data.
Different users may have different levels of data access due to restriction of access implicated
by the data confidentiality and privacy. ECC is used in key distribution and sharing information
between the users and a key distribution centre (KDC). In this approach, KDC is responsible
for generating all security primitives, such as random numbers, access lists and hash functions,
and maintains a user list with associated user identifications. The users have to request access
permission from KDC. Access lists, which comprise user identity, group identity and user privilege
mask, define the user’s access privileges. User access privilege mask is a number of binary bits,
and each bit represents a specific information or service. Therefore, users who possess the same
mask and access privileges are put in the same group.
• Zhou, Zhang and Fang Model (2007)
Zhou et al. [36] proposed an access control protocol based on ECC for node authentication and
key establishment. The main idea of their approach is to accomplish node authentication and key
establishment for new nodes, whenever they join the sensor network. The proposed access control
model uses node identity and node bootstrapping time for the node authentication procedure. They
introduced the node bootstrapping time into authentication procedures to differentiate malicious
nodes from legitimate new nodes. In this model, the authors are mostly looking at the node
deployment to prevent malicious nodes from joining the network. A certification authority
(CA) is used to generate a certificate, which includes ID information and bootstrapping time,
to authenticate the identity of a new node. Furthermore, the node certificate is signed with CA’s
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private key. Therefore, the adversaries cannot alter ID and bootstrapping time. When the new node
is deployed in WSNs, it shows its certificate to the neighbour nodes in order to verify its identity
with CA’s public key. This access control protocol enforces control sensor node deployment and
prevents malicious nodes from joining sensor networks.
• Al-Mahmud and Morogan Model (2012)
Al-Mahmud and Morogan [48] proposed an identity-based authentication and access control
model in WSNs. The main idea of the proposed model is to use an identity-based signature
(IBS) [49] for providing both user authentication and data access control in WSNs. This protocol
is based on the IBS scheme, where an ECC-based digital signature algorithm (DSA) [50] is used
to sign and verify a message. A base station (BS) is responsible for generating the private keys of
both users and sensor nodes in the network. For the key distribution, a one pass key establishment
protocol [51] is used to share session keys between sensor nodes and users. Users are required to
register with BS. Based on the access request from the users, BS generates private key and access
structure for each user. The sensor nodes are preloaded with hash value of user identities and the
private key, which will be used for the authentication process. After the authentication process,
the sensor node will check whether the user is authorized to access the data.
3.3. Users’ Privacy-Preserving Access Control (UPPAC)
Most of the access control models in WSNs are to provide data privacy and data confidentiality. The
privacy of users and sensor nodes in WSNs is different from data privacy and has received less attention
in the literature. In user privacy, users aim to hide their ID and other information. Therefore, no one in
the network knows the real ID of a user, except the network authority and the user himself. Recently,
there are two schemes proposed for the privacy-preservation of users’ information in WSNs, namely
distributed privacy-preserving access control (DP2AC) [52] and distributed privacy-preserving access
control (PRICCESS) [53]. The PRICCESS model is related to the RBAC model. The main reason why
the PRICCESS model is presented under UPPAC is that it provides user privacy preserving distributed
access control in WSNs.
• Distributed Privacy-Preserving Access Control (DP2AC) (2009)
Zhang et al. [52] proposed distributed privacy-preserving access control (DP2AC). The owner
of the sensor network generates the token by using a blind signature [54]. Users need to buy
tokens from the network owner before entering the sensor network. The tokens can be verified by
any sensor node in the network, but no one can tell the identity of the token holder, including the
network owner. There is no relationship between user identities and tokens, so privacy preservation
for users is achieved. Once the token is validated by a sensor node, it provides the user with a
certain amount of requested data, which is equivalent to the denomination of the token. The main
objective of the proposed DP2AC model is that the network owner can prevent unauthorised access
to sensed data, while users can protect their data access privacy.
However, a recent study [55] pointed out that DP2AC is not fine-grained access control, because
each anonymous user has the same access privileges. Furthermore, the network user cannot sign
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a query command, because of the blind signature. As a result, the adversary can easily intercept
the tokens and impersonate authorized users to access data at the sensor nodes. A disadvantage
of using tokens in a WSN is that the sensor nodes need more storage for the token detection
mechanism. All of the used tokens have to be recorded and stored in the sensor nodes to prevent
the tokens being reused by malicious and unauthorized users.
• Distributed Privacy-Preserving Access Control (PRICCESS) (2011)
He et al. [53] proposed the PRICCESS protocol for WSNs. The main contribution to the research
community of this protocol is that it provides user privacy-preserving distributed access control in
a single-owner multi-user sensor network. A ring signature [56] is used to protect the anonymity of
users by using a group ID and group signature. Each group of users has different access privileges,
IDs and keys for signature. Users have to activate their information with a network controller to
receive the group ID and keys for data access. Users with the same access privileges are likely to
be put in the same group by the network controller. The PRICCESS model used an ACL matrix to
store the access list of the group for data access control in the network controller. Any user from
the group can use a group key when he signs the message for data access request. Therefore, the
network controller verifies that the message has been signed by one of the group members without
knowing who the actual signer is. One of the disadvantage of using ring signature is that the
overhead of signature becomes large when there is a large number of user groups in the network.
We have categorized and briefly discussed the access control models for WSNs in this section; next
we compare these access control models.
4. Comparison of Access Control Models in WSNs
This section compares current access control models as have been discussed above based on network
model, key management, data encryption, policy specification, the decision-making process, user
revocation and user privacy preservation. An outline of the comparison is presented in Table 2.
4.1. Network Model
Access control models can be different based on their network architecture model when the
cryptographic keys, roles, policies and attributes are distributed to users from the trusted authority or
controller. Based on the above discussion about current access control models in WSNs, we separated
them into two different network architecture models, namely the centralised network model and the
distributed network model.
In a centralised network model, WSN is deployed and initialized with key, role, attributes, etc., by
the controller. Whenever the users want to access data from the network, they have to register with the
controller to obtain the keys, access structure, token, role, etc. Some schemes involve cooperation with
a certificate authority (CA) before the users register with the controller. The users can send a query
message with keys, access structure, token, etc., which have to be matched the keys, attributes, role, etc.,
from the sensor nodes. If the users have the right access privilege, the sensor nodes will allow the users
to access data based on their access privileges.
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Table 2. Comparison of access control models in WSNs.
Access
Control
Model
Network
Architecture
and
Component
Key
Management
Encryption
and
Decryption
Policy
Specification
and Decision-
Making Process
User
Revocation
User Privacy
Preservation
Zhu’s Model
[23]
Authentication
Manager (AM)
DH - Role, Purpose,
Operation
- -
CA-RBAC
[1]
System
Administrator
(SA)
- - Role, Context
Information
- -
BTG-RBAC
[26]
System
Administrator
(SA)
- - Role, Purpose,
Operation,
Obligation
- -
FDAC [29] Network
Controller (NC)
DB-DH ABE Attributes-Based
Key
CP-ABE -
DFAC [41] Distribution
Centre (DC)
B-DH ABE Attributes-Based
Key
ABE -
DFG-AC
[43]
System
Controller
(SC) and Data
Aggregator
B-DH ABE Attributes-Based
Key
Attribute
Level User
Revocation
-
A2C [45] System
Administrator
(SA)
- ABE Attributes-Based
Key, Context
Information,
Behaviour Trust
Value
- -
Wang,
Sheng and
Li Model
[47]
Key
Distribution
Centre (KDC)
EC-DH ECC Key - -
Zhou, Zhang
and Fang
Model [36]
Certificate
Authority (CA)
DH ECC Key - -
Al-Mahmud
and
Morogan
Model [48]
Base Station
(BS)
One-Pass Key
Establishment
Protocol
ECC-Based
IBE
Key (Built on ID) - -
DP2AC [52] Network Owner RSA-DH RSA Role, Token - Blind
Signature
PRICCESS
[53]
Certificate
Authority (CA)
DH ECC Role, Group Key - Ring Signature
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Figure 5. Centralized network model.
An overview diagram of the centralised network model is shown in Figure 5. The current access
control models, such as Zhu’s model [23], CA-RBAC [1], BTG-RBAC [26], the FDAC model [29],
DFG-AC [43], Wang, Sheng and Li’s model [47], Zhou, Zhang and Fang’s model [36], Al-Mahmud
and Morogan’s model [48], DP2AC [52] and PRICCESS [53], used the centralised network model.
The controller shown in Figure 5 might be identified as the authentication manager (AM) [23],
system administrator (SA) [1,26], network controller (NC) [29], system controller (SC) [43], key
distribution center (KDC) [47], base station (BS) [48], certificate authority (CA) [36,53] or network
owner [52]. Users have to register with the controller to obtain the access privileges for data access. The
disadvantage of the centralised network management model is that a single point of failure can occur at
anytime, because the controller manages all of the key generation, distribution, etc. If the controller is
compromised, there is no security provision in the network.
In the distributed network model, multiple controllers manage the WSN instead of it being handled by
just one controller, as in the centralized network model. A user has to register with several distribution
centres (DCs) to obtain the data access according to his/her access privileges. In the distributed approach,
the controllers are not cooperating with each other. The public key of the network is derived from the
attributes. A sensor node is preloaded with some attributes from each DC and the public key parameter
set based on the possession of attributes. Each user needs to present his/her identity to each DC to
get a set of attributes and a set of access structures. An access structure consists of subtrees, which
contain attributes at the leaf nodes. Even at the leaf nodes of subtrees, there are AND, OR and t-out-of-n
threshold operations. Each DC gives only one access subtree to the user. All of the subtrees from each
DC are ANDed together to build a complete access structure for a single user. The user who matches a set
of attributes with a sensor is able to access data from that sensor. If one controller is compromised by an
attacker, he can only get certain types of data, which are managed by that controller. The disadvantage of
the distributed approach is that the sensor nodes need to interact with more than one controller and store
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multiple keys when the network is initialised and deployed by the controllers. The overview diagram of
the distributed network model can be seen in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Distributed network model.
Based on the above discussion, most of the access control models in WSNs use the centralised
approach apart from DFAC [41] and A2C [45], which use the distributed approach. However, the
network models are quite similar for all the access control models. In each model, different controllers
are used for network management and for key distribution. All of the controllers have similar
functionality, such as CA or trusted authority. Overall, AM, CA, SA, NC, DC, KDC and the network
owner, which have much the same functionality, are used in the current models to handle network
management and key distribution.
4.2. Key Management
The Diffie–Hellman (DH) key exchange protocol and ECC are widely used for key distribution
and key management in access control models in WSNs. Simple DH key exchange is used in Zhu’s
scheme [23] to provide sensor level access control and to protect from malicious nodes joining the
network. DH key exchange protocol is simple and fully distributed, and ECC has smaller-sized
cryptographic keys than other public key schemes. Therefore, the combination of DH and ECC is
suitable to use in resource and memory limited small devices, like sensor nodes. The ECC-based DH key
management scheme is used in Zhou, Zhang and Fang’s model [36], PRICCESS [53] and Wang, Sheng
and Li’s model [47]. ECC-based decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DB-DH) is used in FDAC [29].
However, bilinear Diffie-Hellman (B-DH) is used in both DFG-AC [43] and DFAC [41]. RSA-based
public and private keys are used for key management in DP2AC [52], but the key management scheme
is based on the DH approach. In addition, the uTESLA[57] protocol is used by the network owner to
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update keys of the sensor nodes. In Al-Mahmud and Morogan’s model [48], a one-pass key establishment
protocol is used for the key distribution and shared session keys between sensor nodes, users and the
base station. There is no explanation about the key management scheme in BTG-RBAC [26] and
CA-RBAC [1].
4.3. Data Encryption
A popular encryption method for data storage in WSNs is using ABE at the sensor nodes. ABE-based
encryption is popular relative to other public key encryption methods because of its highly promising
approach to realize scalability and fine-grained access control. The ABE method is used in the
FDAC [29], DFAC [41], DFG-AC [43] and A2C [45] models for data encryption, as well as for data
access control. Data in the sensor nodes are encrypted using attributes and keys from the trusted
authorities. Data access is given only to users who have both keys and access structures to match the
attributes and keys from the sensor nodes. Other public key encryption methods are based on ECC
and RSA. ECC is a popular choice for data encryption, because of its characteristics, such as small
sized key and low overhead. ECC-based encryption is used in Zhou, Zhang and Fang’s model [36],
PRICCESS [53] and Wang, Sheng and Li’s model [47]. Simple data encryption based on RSA is used
in DP2AC [52] for data encryption.
4.4. Policy Specification and Decision-Making Process
Policy specification and decision-making processes depend on the network architecture and policy;
and the role specifications in the access control model. The decision-making process is based on
predefined roles and policies in RBAC-based models, such as Zhu’s model [23], CA-RBAC [1] and
BTG-RBAC [26], but in CB-RBAC, contextual information and roles are considered. BTG-RBAC used
authorization and obligation roles to make access decisions based on users’ requests in an emergency.
The main disadvantage of using the RBAC model is that the data access roles and policies need to be
defined in advance. Sometimes, it is hard to predict and predefine all the possibility of roles and policies
for policy specification and the decision-making process.
In ABE-based access control models, such as FDAC [29], DFAC [41], DFG-AC [43] and A2C [45],
attributes, such as location, role, etc., are used to define policies and make access decisions on users’
requests. The access policies are different based on the attributes and the unique key from each
user. In the A2C model, not only an attributes-based key is used, but also contextual information
and a behaviour trust value are used to make a flexible access decision in any situation. Therefore,
to override a denial access policy in the A2C model, the key, behaviour trust value and contextual
information are considered in order to make an effective access decision. In Wang, Sheng and Li’s
model [47], the private key and access list of the user are used to make an access decision at the sensor
nodes, but for Zhou, Zhang and Fang’s model [36], the private key and certificate are used for node
deployment. In Al-Mahmud and Morogan’s model [48], hash values of the user identity and the private
key of the user are used to specify policy. DP2AC [52] used a blind signature to generate a token,
which contains access privileges for the data. For PRICCESS [53], the ACL matrix is used to store roles
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and policies. These policies and roles are stored based on a group of users and their access privileges.
Therefore, each group of users has different access privileges based on their group’s policy.
4.5. User Revocation
User revocation means that the users’ service subscription is expired, the key of the user is
compromised or the user changes to a different group intentionally. It has received less attention in
WSNs. Only FDAC [29], DFAC [41] and DFG-AC [43] discussed user revocation in WSNs. In FDAC
and DFAC, the life time of a sensor node is divided into many phases. In each phase, the master key of
the network is updated by using a CP-ABE-based broadcast encryption scheme to prevent unauthorized
access from the old users who leave the sensor network. Only users who still have access to the sensed
data will receive the key update messages from the trusted authority. In DFG-AC [43], the system
controller notifies and sends the updated membership list to a data aggregator, as well as to the network
users that are listed on the membership list. When the data aggregator receives the notification message,
it changes the attribute group key and re-encrypts the stored data with that key. Therefore, only the
network users, who receive the update message, are able to access data from the sensor nodes.
4.6. Users’ Privacy Preservation
DP2AC [52] and PRICCESS [53] provide privacy preservation for users who access data from the
network. In DP2AC, the network owner generates the token by using a blind signature. No one will
know the true identity of that user, including the network owner himself, because user information is
not needed to generate the tokens. The ring signature is used in the PRICCESS protocol to provide the
privacy of user information in WSNs. Anyone in a group can access data by using the group ring key
instead of using his own identity and key. An alternative way to provide privacy preserving in WSNs
is to use pseudo-random functions (PRF) [58]. In that approach, the user ID is computed with a PRF
function to generate a random number. Therefore, no one in the network will know who the actual signer
of the access request is.
Table 2 shows the comparison of access control models in WSNs based on the above discussion. The
next section evaluates current access control models based on features and performance.
5. Evaluation of Access Control Model in WSNs
In this section, the criteria used for the comparison and evaluation of access control models are studied
and a novel set of evaluation criteria is proposed. The current access control models in WSNs will be
evaluated based on two aspects: features and performance evaluation.
5.1. Evaluation Based on Features
To make meaningful comparisons of the current access control models in WSNs, the evaluation
framework is defined to compare and contrast current access control models by using the following
features [27,59,60].
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1. Support Data Privacy
The need for data privacy is growing among all of the real-world applications in WSNs. Data pri-
vacy becomes more and more important in WSNs, when data are to be released to only authorized
and legitimate users. The more data being disclosed, the more the owner of that data loses his
own privacy.
2. Support User Privacy
The need for user privacy is important in some applications. Sometimes, a user, who tries to
access data from the network, does not want to share his detailed information with other users in
the network. This means that the users’ privacy preservation is needed to protect the privacy of
user information in the network.
3. Flexibility
No matter how perfect an access control system is, if it does not support accommodation to
changes, such as insertion and deletion of the application systems, the access control model is
not feasible to use in real-world applications. In WSNs, the user characteristics and the access
context are changing continuously. Therefore, the access control decisions must be synchronised
with continuously changing security conditions. It is desirable for the access control model to
handle the dynamism of users and environments. Therefore, the access control model needs to be
flexible enough to support changes and synchronise with the access control decisions.
4. Support for Emergency Data Access
An ideal access control model needs to support data access, not only in normal situations, but also
in an emergency situation. Many applications will benefit from such a provision.
5. Context Sensitivity
An access control model is context sensitive when context information plays a role in making the
appropriate access decision. This means that the contextual information is used in defining policies
for making an access control decision dynamically.
6. Granularity
There are two different types of granularity in access control, which are fine-grained and
coarse-grained. Fine-grained means that the access control models should allow different roles
for specific data accesses and provide a fine-grained reference to the subjects and objects.
Coarse-grained means that groups of users and collections of objects often share the same access
control requirements. The access control system should then offer support for authorization
specific to the groups of users, objects and possibly actions.
These six supporting features listed above are used to evaluate the current access control models
in WSNs. Table 3 shows a comparison of current access control models based on these features and
qualities. The first row of the table describes evaluation criteria, and the first column lists access control
models. Each cell in the table shows whether the model of that row has the feature of that column.
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All of the access control models in WSNs provide data confidentiality and data privacy in normal
conditions, but the users’ privacy preservation is only supported in DP2AC and PRICCESS. The access
control models that used ABE and contextual information to make access decisions provide flexibility in
the system. Based on Table 3, all of the access control models in WSNs support authorization decisions
and allow for changes, like roles, users, policy, etc. Among them, CA-RBAC, BTG-RBAC and A2C
support emergency and immediate data access, but data privacy has not been discussed, apart from the
adaptive access control model. There are few access control models that make authorization decisions
based on context information. Approximately equal numbers of access control models support coarse-
grained and fine-grained. As a summary, the authorization policy for each scheme is different, which
means that all models are proposed to solve different problems and look from different points of view
to fill the gaps in WSNs area. In addition, there is no access control model that provides data privacy in
emergency and unexpected conditions, apart from A2C model.
Table 3. Comparison of access control models based on features in WSNs.
Access Control
Models
Support
Data
Privacy
Support
User
Privacy
Flexibility
Support For
Emergency
Access
Context
Sensitivity
Granularity
Zhu’s Model [23] Yes No No No No Coarse-Grained
CA-RBAC [1] Yes No Yes Yes Yes Fine-Grained
BTG-RBAC [26] Yes No Yes Yes No Coarse-Grained
FDAC [29] Yes No Yes No Yes Fine-Grained
DFAC [41] Yes No Yes No Yes Fine-Grained
DFG-AC [43] Yes No No No Yes Fine-Grained
A2C [45] Yes No Yes Yes Yes Fine-Grained
Wang, Sheng and
Li Model [47]
Yes No No No No Coarse-Grained
Zhou, Zhang and
Fang Model [36]
Yes No No No No Coarse-Grained
Al-Mahmud and
Morogan Model
[48]
Yes No No No No Coarse-Grained
DP2AC [52] Yes Yes No No No Coarse-Grained
PRICCESS [53] Yes Yes No No No Coarse-Grained
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5.2. Evaluation Based on Performance
The performance evaluation is discussed based on computation cost, communication cost, memory
usage and processing or execution time. Before we discuss the performance evaluation, we describe the
hardware specifications and products that are used to deploy the access control engines and models for
WSNs. Figure 7 shows the comparison of hardware specifications that are used in the proposed access
control models. Based on Figure 7, the various platforms of sensor nodes are used. The CPU speed and
size of the memory are also varied based on the sensor node’s platform. However, all of the sensor nodes
are chosen to use IEEE 802.15.4 as the communication protocol. Some of the proposed access control
models in WSNs are not developed in practice, yet, but some of them are implemented in experiments.
Figure 7. A comparison of hardware specification.
Differently, A2C [45] has been designed and implemented in the simulation environment of
Ponder2 [61] for wireless body sensor networks in medical applications. The simulation results show
that fine-grained data access control is provided in this model, but there is no performance evaluation
based on memory, CPU speed, etc. Therefore, we cannot make a fully comparative performance
evaluation, but the performance evaluation of the developed access control models will be discussed
briefly. The comparison has been made based on the results obtained from the implementation and
evaluation outcomes of the proposed WSN access control models. In Figure 8, there are many blanks
cells in the table. This means that the performance measurement of each model is varied and measured
differently based on the design and what kind of security services are provided. It would be very useful
for future research if some kind of benchmark could be produced to compare the performance of different
WSN access control models.
Without such a benchmark, the performance evaluation for each model is quite different and is
measured differently. The computation overhead for each access control model is different based on
how the access control model has been designed and what was the purpose of the proposed model. The
processing time of access decisions and authentication processes are different based on what kinds of
method and approach are used in the proposed models. For example, in Zhu’s model, the processing of
authorization and obligation decisions takes about 81 µs and 62 µs, respectively. The processing time
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of access control decisions in CA-RBAC is 33 ms, which excludes delays due to the communication
overhead, length of the message, message collisions and verification of digital certificates. In Wang,
Sheng and Li’s model, the total access decision time is 14.13 s, which is relatively long, when compared
with CA-RBAC. It includes the users perceived delay from sending out the access request to the sensor
node, as well as the amount of time for the sensor node to make an access decision and to approve the
users. Ten-point-one seconds is required for the authentication processing time in Wang, Sheng and Li’s
model. This seems to indicate that the proposed WSN models are not measuring the same thing.
Figure 8. A comparison of access control models based on performance Evaluation.
It is also important to measure the processing time of encryption and decryption under the
computation overhead. The processing delay of both TinyECC [62] -based encryption and decryption
for 52-bytes message is 9.5 s and 5.2 s in Zhu’s model. If a symmetric Skipjack cryptography [63] is
used instead of TinyECC, the processing delay will be decreased dramatically from 9.5 s to 150 µs for
encryption and from 5.2 s to 90 µs for decryption. The processing time of encryption for 64-bytes text
message in the PRICCESS model is 0.39 ms, but there is no information about the processing time of
decryption in this model. In FDAC, the computation overhead of one scalar multiplication (the sensor
nodes need to execute one scalar multiplication on elliptic curves, one-way hash and one symmetric
key data encryption for 64-bytes text message) on Imote2 is 139 ms when working with 104 MHz.
For 208 MHz and 416 MHz, it took 69 ms and 35 ms for one scalar multiplication. The computation
overhead of one scalar multiplication will be much lower, if the RSA-based algorithm is used instead of
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the ECC-based algorithm. The processing time of encryption is 0.4 ms for the RSA-based algorithm to
encrypt 64 bytes of random text.
Some access control models are mostly concerned with the energy consumption in WSNs, because
battery power is used. Therefore, it is important to measure the energy consumption based on
computation and communication cost. In Wang, Sheng and Li’s model, the power consumption
for communication is calculated based on the maximum current draw. The total computation and
communication cost for one access control decision in this model is 55.1 mJ, which is 54.4 mJ for
computation cost and 594.8 µJ for communication cost. In FDAC, the energy consumption cost for one
scalar multiplication process in 104 MHz is 8.74 mJ. In PRICCESS, the energy consumption cost will
be different based on the number of users in a group. The node verification cost for 10, 20, 30, 40 and
50 members in the group is 0.35 J, 0.66 J, 0.98 J, 1.29 J and 1.45 J.
Based on the hardware specification of the sensor node in Figure 5, there is a limited memory storage
for each sensor node, but it will be different on the platforms. Therefore, the usage of memory for each
sensor node has to be measured correctly and carefully. Comparing Zhu’s model with Wang, Sheng and
Li’s model, the memory usage for authentication executable occupies 31.77 Kb and 46.01 Kb of ROM,
respectively, but for RAM, 2.88 Kb and 2.01 Kb are occupied. The total memory requirement for the
CA-RBAC model is 2.87 Kb.
Based on the above discussion, the comparison of the proposed WSN access control models is hard to
clarify, especially in performance measurement, because these models are proposed and designed based
on different requirements and different security services to fill the gaps of active application areas in
WSNs. It also shows and indicates that various access control models are measuring different things.
Further studies are needed to clarify and evaluate the performance measurement of WSN access control
models. This means that the authors, or other researchers in the WSN community, should study and
measure the performance of all of the proposed WSN access control models in a similar way. The next
section will explain some potential research issues for the access control models based on the above
comparison and evaluation results.
6. Potential Research Issues
The development of access control in WSNs is challenging, because memory and other resources are
limited, but access control is an essential security service, which is necessary to prevent unauthorized
access by malicious users in a WSN. Especially in medical and military applications, data access controls
for legitimate users are important to provide in any situation, because it is hard to assume and predefine
all of the possibilities of what will happen in the future and what kind of unexpected situations will occur
in the system. Based on the above literature review of the current access control models in WSNs and
WMSNs, key open research issues are identified as follows:
• Various access control models have been proposed; however, no systematic comparisons have been
conducted on these models. Further evaluation and comparison is desirable to learn the security
services, performance, reliability and efficiency of these access control models.
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• Most of the proposed access control models for WSNs are focused on node authentication and
query authentication, but users’ data access control has received little attention. The control of the
user to the sensed data at the sensor nodes merits more investigation.
• Current access control models need to be made much more flexible to make access decisions on the
unexpected events, because it is hard to predefine all of the possibilities in a WSN. A new access
control model is needed to address higher reliability, scalability, availability and accountability
to prevent unauthorized user access and allow authorized users data access in unexpected and
unpredictable cases.
• The performance of WSN access control models should be studied and measured carefully in the
future. It would be useful to produce an appropriate benchmark for the WSN research community.
• It is also likely that more powerful sensor nodes will need to be designed in order to support the
increasing requirements for computation and communication in the sensor nodes. This means that
a powerful encryption and decryption method should be able to apply in the future.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present the security vulnerabilities, security requirements and a literature review of
current access control models, and also, we discuss the performance evaluation and comparison of the
proposed models in WSNs. Although research efforts have been made on cryptography, key distribution
and management and access control models in WSNs, there are still some challenges to be addressed, like
the selection of appropriate cryptographic methods. Furthermore, the design of access control models
in WSNs must satisfy constraints, such as energy, computation capacity and memory. Access control is
a critical security service in sensor networks and is essential to ensure that network services are offered
only to legitimate users in WSNs. The comparison of current access control models showed that there is
still lots of work to be done on access control models in WSNs, especially for emergency and immediate
data access.
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